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In Camps Jana K. Lipman 2020-06-02 After the US war in Vietnam, close to 800,000 Vietnamese left the country by boat, survived, and sought refuge throughout Southeast Asia
and the Pacific. This is the story of what happened in the camps. In Camps raises key questions that remain all too relevant today: Who is a refugee? Who determines this
status? And how does it change over time? From Guam to Malaysia and the Philippines to Hong Kong, In Camps is the first major work on Vietnamese refugee policy to pay close
attention to host territories and to explore Vietnamese activism in the camps and the diaspora. This book explains how Vietnamese were transformed from de facto refugees to
individual asylum seekers to repatriates. Ambitiously covering people on the ground—local governments, teachers, and corrections officers—as well as powerful players such as
the UN High Commissioner for Refugees and the US government, Jana Lipman shows that the local politics of first asylum sites often drove international refugee policy.
Unsettling most accounts of Southeast Asian migration to the US, In Camps instead emphasizes the contingencies inherent in refugee policy and experiences.
Dependent Communities Caroline Hughes 2018-05-31 Dependent Communities investigates the political situations in contemporary Cambodia and East Timor, where powerful
international donors intervened following deadly civil conflicts. This comparative analysis critiques international policies that focus on rebuilding state institutions to
accommodate the global market. In addition, it explores the dilemmas of politicians in Cambodia and East Timor who struggle to satisfy both wealthy foreign benefactors and
constituents at home-groups whose interests frequently conflict. Hughes argues that the policies of Western aid organizations tend to stifle active political engagement by
the citizens of countries that have been torn apart by war. The neoliberal ideology promulgated by United Nations administrations and other international NGOs advocates
state sovereignty, but in fact "sovereignty" is too flimsy a foundation for effective modern democratic politics. The result is an oppressive peace that tends to rob
survivors and former resistance fighters of their agency and aspirations for genuine postwar independence. In her study of these two cases, Hughes demonstrates that the
clientelist strategies of Hun Sen, Cambodia's postwar leader, have created a shadow network of elites and their followers that has been comparatively effective in serving
the country's villages, even though so often coercive and corrupt. East Timor's postwar leaders, on the other hand, have alienated voters by attempting to follow the
guidelines of the donors closely and ignoring the immediate needs and voices of the people. Dependent Communities offers a searing analysis of contemporary international aid
strategies based on the author's years of fieldwork in Cambodia and East Timor.
The International Legal Protection of Persons in Humanitarian Crises Dug Cubie 2017-04-20 The instinctual desire to support those in need, irrespective of geographic,
cultural or religious links, is both facilitated and overwhelmed by the extent of information now available about the multiple humanitarian crises which occur on a daily
basis around the world. Behind the images of devastating floods and earthquakes, or massive forced displacements resulting from armed conflicts, is the all too real
suffering faced by individuals and families. From the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami to the on-going conflict in Syria, recent years have seen an increasing debate regarding the
international legal mechanisms to protect persons in such humanitarian crises. The International Legal Protection of Persons in Humanitarian Crises argues that an acquis
humanitaire is identifiable through the interconnected web of existing and emerging international, regional and national laws, policies and practices for the protection of
persons caught up in humanitarian crises. Indeed, the humanitarian imperative to alleviate suffering wherever it may be found permeates various branches of international
law, and is reflected in the extensive humanitarian activities undertaken by States and other actors in times of armed conflict, population displacement and disaster. Dug
Cubie argues that by clarifying the conceptual framework and normative content of the acquis humanitaire, gaps and lacunae can be identified and the overall protection of
persons strengthened.
Human Rights and the Uses of History Samuel Moyn 2014-06-17 What are the origins of human rights? This question, rarely asked before the end of the Cold War, has in recent
years become a major focus of historical and ideological strife. In this sequence of reflective and critical studies, Samuel Moyn engages with some of the leading
interpreters of human rights, thinkers who have been creating a field from scratch without due reflection on the local and temporal contexts of the stories they are telling.
Having staked out his owns claims about the postwar origins of human rights discourse in his acclaimed Last Utopia, Moyn, in this volume, takes issue with rival
conceptions—including, especially, those that underlie justifications of humanitarian intervention
Individual Agency and Policy Change at the United Nations Ingvild Bode 2015-03-24 This book highlights how temporary international civil servants play a crucial role in
initiating processes of legal and institutional change in the United Nations system. These individuals are the “missing” creative elements needed to fully understand the
emergence and initial spread of UN ideas such as human development, sovereignty as responsibility, and multifunctional peacekeeping. The book: Shows that that temporary UN
officials are an actor category which is empirically crucial, yet usually neglected in analytical studies of the UN system. Focussing on these particular individual actors
therefore allows for a better understanding of complex UN decision-making. Demonstrates how these civil servants matter, looking at what their agency is based on. Offering a
new and distinctive model, Bode seeks to move towards a comprehensive conceptualisation of individual agency, which is currently conspicuous for its absence in many
theoretical approaches that address policy change Uses three key case studies of international civil servants (Francis Deng, Mahbub ul Haq and Marrack Goulding) to explore
the possibilities of this specific group of UN individuals to act as agents of change and thereby test the prevailing notion that international bureaucrats can only act as
agents of the status quo. This book will be of great interest to students and scholars of international organizations and the United Nations.
Aan de grenzen van het Amerikaans imperium / druk 1 Robert D. Kaplan 2005-11-20 Politieke analyses over het wereldwijde optreden van Amerikaanse militairen, door een
journalist die met de troepen meereist.
The United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights Felice D. Gaer 2013-10-04 The United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights: Conscience for the World examines the
strategies pursued and results achieved by the UN’s top human rights officials to end atrocities and promote justice, equality, and protection worldwide.
Exit Strategies and State Building Richard Caplan 2012-08-10 In the past two decades, states and multilateral organizations have devoted considerable resources toward
efforts to stabilize peace and rebuild war-torn societies in places such as Afghanistan, Iraq, Kosovo, and Sierra Leone. Despite these prodigious efforts, there has been
relatively little consideration of the critical questions arising from the "end game" of state-building operations. In Exit Strategies and State Building, sixteen leading
scholars and practitioners focus on relevant historical and contemporary cases of exit to provide a comprehensive overview of this crucial issue. By examining the major
challenges associated with the conclusion of international state-building operations and the requirements for the maintenance of peace in the period following exit, this
book provides unique perspective on a critical aspect of military and political intervention. Deftly researched, Exit Strategies and State Building sheds new light on what
is not merely an academic issue, but also a pressing global policy concern.
Just Peace After Conflict Carsten Stahn 2020-09-05 The interplay between peace and justice plays an important role in any contemporary conflict. Peace can be described in a
variety ways, as being 'negative' or 'positive', 'liberal' or 'democratic'. But what is it that makes a peace just? This book draws together leading scholars to study this
concept of a 'just peace', analysing different elements of the transition from conflict to peace. The volume covers six core themes: conceptual approaches towards just
peace, macro-principles, the nexus to security and stability, protection of persons and public goods, rule of law, and economic reform and accountability. Contributions
engage with understudied issues, such as the pros and cons of robust UN mandates, the link between environmental protection and indigenous peoples, the treatment of illegal
settlements, the feasibility of vetting practices, and the protection of labour rights in post-conflict economies. Overall, the book puts forward a case that just peace
requires not only negotiation, agreement, and compromise, but contextual understandings of law, multiple dimensions of justice, and strategies of prevention. This is an open
access title available under the terms of a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 International licence. It is offered as a free PDF download from OUP and selected open access locations.
Chasing the Flame Samantha Power 2008-02-14 Now a Netflix biopic, Sergio, with Narcos star Wagner Moura playing diplomat Sergio Vieira de Mello. "The best way to understand
today's messy world is to read about the inspiring life and diplomatic genius of Sergio Vieira de Mello." –Walter Isaacson Before his death in 2003 in Iraq's first major
suicide bomb attack, Sergio Vieira de Mello--a humanitarian and peacemaker with the United Nations--placed himself at the center of the most significant geopolitical crises
of the last half-century. He cut deals with the murderous Khmer Rouge in Cambodia, forcibly confronted genocidal killers from Rwanda, and used his intellect and charisma to
try to tame militant extremists in Lebanon, Afghanistan, and Iraq. Known as a "cross between James Bond and Bobby Kennedy," Vieira de Mello managed to save lives in the
world's most dangerous places, while also pressing the world's most powerful countries to join him in grappling with such urgent dilemmas as: When should killers be engaged,
and when should they be shunned? When is military force justified? How can outsiders play a role in healing broken people and broken places? He did not have the luxury of
merely posing these questions; Vieira de Mello had to find answers, apply them, and live with the consequences. With Chasing the Flame, Pulitzer Prize winner and author of
The Education of an Idealist Samantha Power offers a profile in courage and humanity--and an unforgettable meditation on how best to manage the deadly challenges of the
twenty-first century.
Encyclopedia of Terrorism [2 volumes] Peter Chalk 2012-11-21 A valuable, up-to-date reference tool for understanding the latest developments in national and international
terrorism—one of the most pressing security challenges facing the world today. • More than 500 entries on topics in modern-day terrorism • A chronology of major terrorist
attacks since 1946 • A bibliography listing major literacy sources on terrorism • A list of acronyms related to major terrorist organizations
Modern Genocide: The Definitive Resource and Document Collection [4 volumes] Paul R. Bartrop 2014-12-17 This massive, four-volume work provides students with a close
examination of 10 modern genocides enhanced by documents and introductions that provide additional historical and contemporary context for learning about and understanding
these tragic events. • Provides a comprehensive examination of 10 modern genocides together in a single reference work, written by experts to be easily readable by advanced
high school, undergraduate, and graduate students • Includes a collection of documents with each genocide section that also contains appropriate introductions to set the
historical and contemporary context • Addresses not only the sobering reality of these different modern genocides but the pervasive, long-term consequences and impact on the
communities affected by them • Supplies Analyze sections that allow for critical thinking while providing readers with insight into some of the most controversial and
significant issues involving genocide • Serves as a gateway to further explorations regarding questions on genocide prevention, intervention, and the delivery of
humanitarian aid
Human rights and humanitarian diplomacy Kelly-Kate Pease 2016-06-13 Human rights diplomacy provides an up to date and accessible overview of the field, and serves as a
practical guide to those seeking to engage in human rights work. Kelly-Kate Pease uses clear language and practical examples to teach readers the difficult skill of
systematically looking at human rights and humanitarian negotiations. After a brief overview of human rights and what is meant by diplomacy, Pease argues that while human
rights are internationally recognized, important disagreements exist on definition, priority and implementation. With the help of Human rights diplomacy, these differences
can be bridged, and a new generation of human rights professionals will build better relationships.
Understanding Contemporary Brazil Jeff Garmany 2018-12-18 Brazil has famously been called a country of contradictions. It is a place where narratives of "racial democracy"
exist in the face of stark inequalities, and where the natural environment is celebrated as a point of national pride, but at the same time is exploited at alarming rates.
To people on the outside looking in, these contradictions seem hard to explain. Understanding Contemporary Brazil tackles these problems head-on, providing the perfect
critical introduction to Brazil's ongoing social, political, economic, and cultural complexities. Key topics include: • National identity and political structure. • Economic
development, environmental contexts, and social policy. • Urban issues and public security. • Debates over culture, race, gender, and spirituality. • Social inequality,
protest, and social movements. • Foreign diplomacy and international engagement. By considering more broadly the historical, political economic, and socio-cultural roots of
Brazil’s internal dynamics, this interdisciplinary book equips readers with the contextual understanding and critical insight necessary to explore this fascinating country.
Written by renowned authors at one of the world's most important centers for the study of Brazil, Understanding Contemporary Brazil is ideal for university students and
researchers, yet also accessible to any reader looking to learn more about one of the world's largest and most significant countries.
Life Stories Maureen O'Connor 2011 Memoirs, autobiographies, and diaries represent the most personal and most intimate of genres, as well as one of the most abundant and
popular. Gain new understanding and better serve your readers with this detailed genre guide to nearly 700 titles that also includes notes on more than 2,800 read-alike and
other related titles. * A list of subjects and suggested "read-alikes" accompany each title * Appendixes cover awards, websites, and resources * Detailed indexes provide
further points of access
No End in Sight Charles Ferguson 2009-02-23 The first book of its kind to chronicle the reasons behind Iraq's descent into guerilla war, warlord rule, criminality, and
anarchy, No End In Sight is a shocking story of wholesale incompetence, recklessness, and venality. Culled from over 200 hours of footage collected for the film, the book
provides a candid and alarming retelling of the events following the fall of Baghdad in 2003 by high ranking officials, Iraqi civilians, American soldiers, and prominent
analysts. Together, these voices reveal the principal errors of U.S. policy that largely created the insurgency and chaos that engulf Iraq today -- and what we could and
should do about them now. No End In Sight marks the first time Americans will be allowed inside the White House, Pentagon, and Baghdad's Green Zone to understand for
themselves the disintegration of Iraq -- and how arrogance and ignorance turned a military victory into a seemingly endless and deepening nightmare of a war.
Chasing the Flame Samantha Power 2011-10-06 Sergio Vieira de Mello-a humanitarian, peacemaker and state builder -was at centre of the most significant geopolitical crises of
the last half-century. Born in 1948, just as the post-World War II order was taking shape, he died in a terrorist attack on UN headquarters in Iraq in 2003 as the battle
lines in the twenty first-century's first great polarizing struggle were being drawn. This is a dual biography: the story of a man who never stopped learning and the
biography of a perilous world whose ills are too big to ignore but too complex to manage quickly or cheaply. Even as Vieira de Mello arranged food deliveries, organized
refugee returns, or negotiated with warlords, he pressed his colleagues to join him in grappling with such questions as: When should killers be engaged and when should they
be shunned? When is military force justified? How can outsiders play a role in healing broken people and broken places? He did not have the luxury of simply posing these
questions; he had to find answers, apply them, and live with the consequences.
Key Figures of the Wars in Iraq and Afghanistan Zoe Lowery 2015-07-15 This resource gives an overview of the causes, effects, and enduring concerns stemming from the wars in
Iraq and Afghanistan. Readers will learn about some of the most important and influential figures from all around the world, from many of the countries and governments
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involved in these conflicts. They can begin to understand each individual's stance by learning about their backgrounds, both personal and political.
Sergio Samantha Power 2010-03-30 Now a Netflix biopic, with Narcos star Wagner Moura playing diplomat Sergio Vieira de Mello. "The best way to understand today's messy world
is to read about the inspiring life and diplomatic genius of Sergio Vieira de Mello." –Walter Isaacson Originally published as Chasing the Flame. Before his death in 2003 in
Iraq's first major suicide bomb attack, Sergio Vieira de Mello--a humanitarian and peacemaker with the United Nations--placed himself at the center of the most significant
geopolitical crises of the last half-century. He cut deals with the murderous Khmer Rouge in Cambodia, forcibly confronted genocidal killers from Rwanda, and used his
intellect and charisma to try to tame militant extremists in Lebanon, Afghanistan, and Iraq. Known as a "cross between James Bond and Bobby Kennedy," Vieira de Mello managed
to save lives in the world's most dangerous places, while also pressing the world's most powerful countries to join him in grappling with such urgent dilemmas as: When
should killers be engaged, and when should they be shunned? When is military force justified? How can outsiders play a role in healing broken people and broken places? He
did not have the luxury of merely posing these questions; Vieira de Mello had to find answers, apply them, and live with the consequences. With Sergio, Pulitzer Prize winner
and author of The Education of an Idealist Samantha Power offers a profile in courage and humanity--and an unforgettable meditation on how best to manage the deadly
challenges of the twenty-first century.
Africa's Peacemakers Adekaye Adebajo 2014-02-13 As Africa and its diaspora commemorate fifty years of post-independence Pan-Africanism, this unique volume provides profound
insight into the thirteen prominent individuals of African descent who have won the Nobel Peace Prize since 1950. From the first American president of African descent,
Barack Obama, whose career was inspired by the civil rights and anti-apartheid struggles promoted by fellow Nobel Peace laureates Martin Luther King, Jr., Nelson Mandela,
Desmond Tutu, and Albert Luthuli; to influential figures in peacemaking such as Ralph Bunche, Anwar Sadat, Kofi Annan, and F.W. De Klerk; as well as Ellen Johnson Sirleaf,
Leymah Gbowee, Wangari Maathai, and Mohamed El-Baradei, who have been variously involved in women's rights, environmental protection, and nuclear disarmament, Africa's
Peacemakers reveals how this remarkable collection of individuals have changed the world - for better or worse.
De tuin van verloren zielen Nadifa Mohamed 2015-07-08 ‘Een prachtig portret van drie vrouwen in roerige tijden.’ – New York Journal of Books 1988: geruchten over een
revolutie waaien rond in de droge wind. Binnen niet al te lange tijd, en door de ogen van drie verschillende vrouwen, zullen we Somalië zien breken. De negenjarige Dego
heeft het vluchtelingenkamp waar ze is geboren verlaten, naar de stad gelokt met de belofte van een nieuw paar schoenen. Kawsar, een eenzame weduwe, is aan haar huis
gekluisterd nadat ze vreselijk is mishandeld door de politie. En Filsan, een jonge vrouwelijke soldaat, is vanuit Mogadishu naar het noorden getrokken om de rebellen tegen
te houden die aan een opmars bezig zijn. Terwijl hun land uit elkaar valt door een burgeroorlog, raken de levens van deze drie vrouwen met elkaar verbonden. ‘Nadifa Mohamed
schrijft compact, wonderschoon en met een lichte pen. Haar kracht zit in hoe ze schrijft over vrouwen en hun relaties tot elkaar [...] Het verdriet van haar personages raakt
je als lezer diep. Dit is een roman die het verdient om gelezen te worden.’ – Literary Review
Darfur Genocide: The Essential Reference Guide Alexis Herr 2020-03-06 This important reference work offers students a comprehensive overview of the Darfur Genocide, with
roughly 100 in-depth articles by leading scholars on an array of topics and themes, and more than a dozen key primary source documents. Stretching beyond Darfur to situate
Sudan within the scope of its African, colonial, human rights, and genocidal history, this reference work explores every aspect of the Darfur Genocide. Covering hundreds of
years, this book explores the religious, ethnic, and cultural roots of Sudanese identity-making and how it influenced the shape of the genocide that erupted in 2004. As the
first reference guide on the Darfur Genocide, this text will enable readers to explore an array of critical topics related to the atrocities in Sudan. The book opens with
seven key essays collectively providing an overview of the genocide, its causes and consequences, international reaction, and profiles on the main perpetrators, victims, and
bystanders. These are followed by entries on such crucial topics as the African Union, child soldiers, the Janjaweed, and the Lost Boys and Girls of Sudan. Leading scholars
offer perspective essays on the primary cause of the Darfur Genocide and on whether the conflict in Darfur is a just case for intervention. Expertly curated primary
documents enrich readers' ability to understand the complexity of the genocide. Offers an indispensable resource for anyone interested in the Darfur Genocide specifically
and genocide studies in general Explains the historical and modern contexts that drive the Darfur Genocide, shedding light on the cultural, political, and social factors
that have allowed it to continue for more than 15 years Sketches the many complexities that help explain why the United Nations and international community at large have
failed to stop the atrocities Features entries written by leading experts on the Darfur Genocide Provides the text of speeches by Sudanese leaders, national and foreign
policy briefs, peace treaties, and United Nations Reports related to the Darfur Genocide
The Making of the Modern Refugee Peter Gatrell 2013-09-13 The Making of the Modern Refugee is a comprehensive history of global population displacement in the twentieth
century. It takes a new approach to the subject, exploring its causes, consequences, and meanings. History, the author shows, provides important clues to understanding how
the idea of refugees as a 'problem' embedded itself in the minds of policy-makers and the public, and poses a series of fundamental questions about the nature of enforced
migration and how it has shaped society throughout the twentieth century across a broad geographical area - from Europe and the Middle East to South Asia, South-East Asia
and sub-Saharan Africa. Wars, revolutions, and state formation are invoked as the main causal explanations of displacement, and are considered alongside the emergence of a
twentieth-century refugee regime linking governmental practices, professional expertise, and humanitarian relief efforts. This new study rests upon scholarship from several
disciplines and draws extensively upon oral testimony, eye-witness accounts, and film, as well as unpublished source material in the archives of governments, international
organisations, and non-governmental organisations. The Making of the Modern Refugee explores the significance that refugees attached to the places they left behind, to their
journeys, and to their destinations - in short, how refugees helped to interpret and fashion their own history.
Ik zal de laatste zijn Nadia Murad 2017-11-13 ‘Ik zal de laatste zijn’ is het schokkende maar tegelijk inspirerende verhaal van mensenrechtenactiviste Nadia Murad over haar
vlucht uit de handen van Islamitische Staat. Voor het eerst vertelt Nadia Murad in detail over haar levensgevaarlijke vlucht naar de vrijheid. Ondanks de verschrikkingen die
ze heeft ondergaan, is ze strijdbaar. Met hulp van Yazda, een non-profit organisatie die Yezidi slachtoffers helpt, wil ze de Islamitische Staat aansprakelijk stellen voor
genocide en misdaden tegen de mensheid. Ze wordt daarin vertegenwoordigd door niemand minder dan de beroemde advocaat Amal Clooney. ‘Ik zal de laatste zijn’ is een verhaal
van ongekende moed en veerkracht.
Peace Operation Success Daniel Druckman 2013-02-14 Peace Operation Success: A Comparative Analysis applies the framework in and Druckman and Diehl's award winning EVALUATING
PEACE OPERATIONS to several recent cases of peace operations, including those in Cambodia, Cote d’Ivoire, Timor Leste, and Liberia.
International Authority and the Responsibility to Protect Anne Orford 2011-01-20 The idea that states and the international community have a responsibility to protect
populations at risk has framed internationalist debates about conflict prevention, humanitarian aid, peacekeeping and territorial administration since 2001. This book
situates the responsibility to protect concept in a broad historical and jurisprudential context, demonstrating that the appeal to protection as the basis for de facto
authority has emerged at times of civil war or revolution - the Protestant revolutions of early modern Europe, the bourgeois and communist revolutions of the following
centuries and the revolution that is decolonisation. This analysis, from Hobbes to the UN, of the resulting attempts to ground authority on the capacity to guarantee
security and protection is essential reading for all those seeking to understand, engage with, limit or critique the expansive practices of international executive action
authorised by the responsibility to protect concept.
The United Nations and Human Rights Frédéric Mégret 2020-04-02 The very concept of human rights implies governmental accountability. To ensure that governments are indeed
held accountable for their treatment of citizens and others the United Nations has established a wide range of mechanisms to monitor compliance, and to seek to prevent as
well as respond to violations. The panoply of implementation measures that the UN has taken since 1945 has resulted in a diverse and complex set of institutional
arrangements, the effectiveness of which varies widely. Indeed, there is much doubt as to the effectiveness of much of the UN's human rights efforts but also about what
direction it should take. Inevitable instances of politicization and the hostile, or at best ambivalent, attitude of most governments, has at times endangered the fragile
progress made on the more technical fronts. At the same time, technical efforts cannot dispense with the complex politics of actualizing the promise of human rights at and
through the UN. In addition to significant actual and potential problems of duplication, overlapping and inconsistent approaches, there are major problems of under-funding
and insufficient expertise. The complexity of these arrangements and the difficulty in evaluating their impact makes a comprehensive guide of the type provided here all the
more indispensable. These essays critically examine the functions, procedures, and performance of each of the major UN organs dealing with human rights, including the
Security Council and the International Court of Justice as well as the more specialized bodies monitoring the implementation of human rights treaties. Significant attention
is devoted to the considerable efforts at reforming the UN's human rights machinery, as illustrated most notably by the creation of the Human Rights Council to replace the
Commission on Human Rights. The book also looks at the relationship between the various bodies and the potential for major reforms and restructuring.
The Distinction of Peace Catherine Goetze 2017-02-02 Investigates both the creation of the peacebuilding field and what the field reveals about global relations
Chasing the Flame Samantha Power 2014-03 This is a reproduction of a book published before 1923. This book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred
pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. that were either part of the original artifact, or were introduced by the scanning process. We believe this work is culturally
important, and despite the imperfections, have elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide. We
appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process, and hope you enjoy this valuable book.
Semantics of Statebuilding Nicolas Lemay-Hébert 2013-12-04 This volume examines international statebuilding in terms of language and meanings, rather than focusing narrowly
on current policy practices. After two decades of evolution towards more ‘integrated,’ ‘multi-faceted’ or, simply stated, more intrusive statebuilding and peacebuilding
operations, a critical literature has slowly emerged on the economic, social and political impacts of these interventions. Scholars have started to analyse the ‘unintended
consequences’ of peacebuilding missions, analysing all aspects of interventions. Central to the book is the understanding that language is both the most important tool for
building anything of social significance, and the primary repository of meanings in any social setting. Hence, this volume exemplifies how the multiple realities of state,
state fragility and statebuilding are being conceptualised in mainstream literature, by highlighting the repercussions this conceptualisation has on ‘good practices’ for
statebuilding. Drawing together leading scholars in the field, this project provides a meeting point between constructivism in international relations and the critical
perspective on liberal peacebuilding, shedding new light on the commonly accepted meanings and concepts underlying the international (or world) order, as well as the
semantics of contemporary statebuilding practices. This book will be of much interest to students of statebuilding and intervention, war and conflict studies, security
studies and international relations.
Brieven uit Birma Aung San Suu Kyi 2000 Brieven van de Birmese schrijfster en voorvechtster van de mensenrechten over politieke misstanden, menselijk leed, zeden en
gewoonten in Birma.
The Promise of Public Service Michael M. Stahl 2022-07-29 In the United States, new government employees begin their careers by pledging their allegiance to the Constitution
and by committing to conscientious service dedicated to solving public problems. But what do public servants get in return? For many, a chance to serve provides public
servants with a higher purpose as well as professional and personal meaning in their lives and careers. In The Promise of Public Service: Ideas and Examples for Effective
Service, Michael M. Stahl, a 40-year veteran in the executive and legislative branches of state and federal service, explores what makes public servants effective by
offering useful ideas and examining the accomplishments of public servants throughout American history. The book blends practical ideas and illustrative profiles as Stahl
reflects seriously on theoretical frameworks, skillfully synthesizing practical experience with rigorous theoretical and conceptual analysis. Undergraduate- and graduatelevel courses will benefit from The Promise of Public Service as a resource, and practitioners of public service in all its forms will benefit from these ideas and examples
at any stage of their careers.
The Endtimes of Human Rights Stephen Hopgood 2013-10-04 "We are living through the endtimes of the civilizing mission. The ineffectual International Criminal Court and its
disastrous first prosecutor, Luis Moreno-Ocampo, along with the failure in Syria of the Responsibility to Protect are the latest pieces of evidence not of transient
misfortunes but of fatal structural defects in international humanism. Whether it is the increase in deadly attacks on aid workers, the torture and 'disappearing' of alQaeda suspects by American officials, the flouting of international law by states such as Sri Lanka and Sudan, or the shambles of the Khmer Rouge tribunal in Phnom Penh, the
prospect of one world under secular human rights law is receding. What seemed like a dawn is in fact a sunset. The foundations of universal liberal norms and global
governance are crumbling."—from The Endtimes of Human Rights In a book that is at once passionate and provocative, Stephen Hopgood argues, against the conventional wisdom,
that the idea of universal human rights has become not only ill adapted to current realities but also overambitious and unresponsive. A shift in the global balance of power
away from the United States further undermines the foundations on which the global human rights regime is based. American decline exposes the contradictions, hypocrisies and
weaknesses behind the attempt to enforce this regime around the world and opens the way for resurgent religious and sovereign actors to challenge human rights. Historically,
Hopgood writes, universal humanist norms inspired a sense of secular religiosity among the new middle classes of a rapidly modernizing Europe. Human rights were the product
of a particular worldview (Western European and Christian) and specific historical moments (humanitarianism in the nineteenth century, the aftermath of the Holocaust). They
were an antidote to a troubling contradiction—the coexistence of a belief in progress with horrifying violence and growing inequality. The obsolescence of that founding
purpose in the modern globalized world has, Hopgood asserts, transformed the institutions created to perform it, such as the International Committee of the Red Cross and
recently the International Criminal Court, into self-perpetuating structures of intermittent power and authority that mask their lack of democratic legitimacy and systematic
ineffectiveness. At their best, they provide relief in extraordinary situations of great distress; otherwise they are serving up a mixture of false hope and unaccountability
sustained by “human rights” as a global brand. The Endtimes of Human Rights is sure to be controversial. Hopgood makes a plea for a new understanding of where hope lies for
human rights, a plea that mourns the promise but rejects the reality of universalism in favor of a less predictable encounter with the diverse realities of today’s
multipolar world.
UN Peacekeeping Operations and the Protection of Civilians Conor Foley 2017-09-07 This book is based on the author´s experience of working for more than two decades in over
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thirty conflict and post-conflict zones. It is written for those involved in UN peacekeeping and the protection of civilians. It is intended to be accessible to non- lawyers
working in the field who may need to know the applicable legal standards relating to issues such as the use of force and arrest and detention powers on the one hand and the
delivery of life-saving assistance according to humanitarian principles on the other. It will also be of interest to scholars and students of peacekeeping, international law
and international relations on the practical dilemmas facing those trying to operationalise the various conceptions of 'protection' during humanitarian crises in recent
years.
Gender, Humiliation, and Global Security: Dignifying Relationships from Love, Sex, and Parenthood to World Affairs Evelin Lindner 2010-02-26 An award-winning author and
transdisciplinary social scientist offers a must-read guide to paradigm change for creating a socially and ecologically sustainable future.
Een beloofd land Barack Obama 2020-11-17 In dit boeiende, langverwachte eerste deel van zijn presidentiële memoires vertelt Barack Obama het verhaal van zijn
onwaarschijnlijke odyssee van een jongeman die op zoek is naar zijn identiteit tot de leider van de vrije wereld. Hij schrijft in buitengewoon persoonlijke bewoordingen over
de jaren waarin hij politiek werd gevormd en over de bepalende momenten in de eerste termijn van zijn historische presidentschap - een roerige periode vol dramatische
veranderingen. Obama neemt de lezer aan de hand op een fascinerende reis, die voert van zijn eerste politieke aspiraties en de cruciale overwinning in de voorverkiezingen
van Iowa - waarin de kracht van grassroots-activisme aan het licht kwam - tot de revolutionaire avond van 4 november 2008, toen hij werd gekozen tot 44ste president van de
Verenigde Staten en daarmee de eerste Afro-Amerikaan werd die het hoogste ambt in het land zou bekleden. In zijn bespiegelingen over het presidentschap toont hij op een
bijzondere en scherpzinnige wijze welke mogelijkheden en beperkingen presidentiële macht met zich meebrengt, en daarnaast biedt hij ons een uniek inzicht in de dynamiek van
de Amerikaanse partijpolitiek en de internationale diplomatie. Obama neemt de lezer mee tot in het Oval Office en de Situation Room van het Witte Huis, maar ook naar steden
als Moskou, Caïro en Peking. We zijn getuige van zijn overwegingen bij het samenstellen van zijn kabinet, hoe hij worstelt met een mondiale financiële crisis, Vladimir
Poetin inschat, schijnbaar onoverbrugbare conflicten beteugelt om zijn wet op de gezondheidszorg te verwezenlijken, botst met zijn generaals over de te volgen strategie in
Afghanistan, hervormingen op Wall Street doorvoert, doortastend optreedt na de ramp met de Deepwater Horizon en opdracht geeft tot Operatie Neptune's Spear, die leidt tot de
dood van Osama bin Laden. Een beloofd land is een bijzonder intiem en persoonlijk boek - het verhaal over een man die historische beslissingen neemt, over het rotsvaste
geloof van de opbouwwerker die op de proef wordt gesteld op het wereldpodium. Obama is openhartig over de moeilijkheden die hij ondervond toen hij als zwarte Amerikaan
president wilde worden, waarbij hij de verwachtingen verpersoonlijkte van een generatie die werd geïnspireerd door de boodschap van hoop en verandering en de morele
problemen trotseerde die besluitvorming op het hoogste niveau met zich meebrengt. Obama is openhartig over de krachten die hem in eigen land en elders tegenwerkten, eerlijk
over de invloed die het verblijf in het Witte Huis had op zijn vrouw en kinderen. Daarnaast is hij niet terughoudend in het delen van zijn onzekerheden en teleurstellingen.
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Toch wijkt hij nooit af van zijn overtuiging dat binnen het geweldige, zich voortdurend ontwikkelende Amerikaanse experiment vooruitgang altijd mogelijk is. Dit fraai
geschreven en krachtige boek getuigt van Barack Obama's inzicht dat democratie geen geschenk van boven is, maar iets dat is gestoeld op inlevingsvermogen en wederzijds
begrip, iets waaraan we samen voortbouwen, elke dag weer.
Nachtbraker Nora Roberts 2017-09-26 Het is haar allereerste grote opdracht als rechercheur: undercover gaan als serveerster in de nachtclub van Jonah Blackhawk. Het laatste
wat Allison Fletcher dan ook wil, is die opdracht in gevaar brengen door zich te laten afleiden door de aantrekkelijke Jonah. Bovendien, hoe weet ze of ze hem kan
vertrouwen?
Wij drieen Julia Blackburn 2011-04-11 Wij drieën is het verhaal van Julia Blackburn, haar vader Thomas en haar moeder Rosalie. Thomas is een dichter en een alcoholist,
Rosalie een flirtzieke kunstenares. Rosalie beschouwt Julia als haar vertrouwelinge, maar dat verandert als Rosalie van Thomas scheidt en huurders in huis neemt, altijd
mannen, altijd mogelijke sekspartners. Wanneer een van de huurders een affaire krijgt met Julia, lijkt de relatie tussen moeder en dochter voorgoed verstoord. Tot het
voorjaar van 1999. Dan krijgt Rosalie te horen dat ze aan leukemie lijdt en ze besluit haar laatste levensjaar met haar dochter door te brengen. Eindelijk zijn ze in staat
elkaar de waarheid te zeggen. De geliefde en veelgeprezen auteur Julia Blackburn heeft met Wij drieën het onmogelijke voor elkaar gekregen: ze beschrijft een traumatische,
schokkende jeugd op een lichte, vaak geestige toon. Het resultaat is een pijnlijk eerlijk, maar ook hoopgevend boek over een verloren jeugd.
Routledge Revivals: Peacebuilding and National Ownership in Timor-Leste (2013) Sukehiro Hasegawa 2018-10-09 Originally published in 2013, Peacebuilding and National
Ownership in Timor-Leste is an insightful, analytical presentation of developments that took place in Timor-Leste from July 2002 to September 2006. It reflects an intimate
knowledge of events during this period and provides a detailed focus on the Timorese people and their leaders who struggled to lay a foundation for a free, peaceful and
democratic nation. The book’s central theme is that of the commitment of national leaders to national interest, rather than the establishment of perfect institutional
mechanisms that determines the success of a post-conflict country in achieving its stability.
Progressive Dystopia Michael Ozga 2012-02-01 We are at a crossroads in our nation s history and presented with two distinct choices; liberty or tyranny. We either believe in
American exceptionalism and the founding principle that man can rule himself. Or we choose a style of governance that centrally plans our very existence. We either believe
in the principles espoused by Washington, Jefferson, Madison, Franklin, et al...or we believe in the principles espoused by Marx, Engels, Bismarck, Lenin, et al... Following
The Constitutional Convention, Benjamin Franklin said we have a Republic if we can keep it. A warning against apathy and a call to arms that freedom requires eternal
vigilance. Reagan planted his flag and asked, if not us who, if not now, when? We are presented with a choice, between a style of government whereby the power is derived
from the people and a style of government that usurps all power from the governed. Progressivism is a villainous perfidy and a style of government completely antithetical to
our founding principles.
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